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A STRONG ATTACK ON MUNICH

Almost the whole force which last night attacked Munich 600 miles from base, con-

sisted of four-engined bombers. On the way out it was good flying weather, but over

the target there was some cloud, though not without gaps in it.

The air-bomber of a Lancaster which arrived when the attack was well advanced and

flew around for about a quarter of an hour saw many fires. "As I lay in the nose of

the bomber”, he said, ”I saw thick smoke coming up to us after we had dropped a

4,000 lb. bomb. Before we left, I saw the glow of many fires and columns of smoke

were spiralling up to us through the clouds. Then I saw many buildings well alight.”

The town itself was weakly defended, with only a few searchlights and not much flak*
But night-fighters were up in strength, and as on the night before, the weather was

favourable for interception, with bright moonlight over the clouds, many encounters and

sightings were reported, and at least two enemy fighters were destroyed.

A Lancaster was on its return journey when an enemy fighter attacked it from below*
"The fighter fired a long burst,” said the pilot, "Which raked our aircraft and put the

trimming control out of action, so that we went into a dive. The flight-engineer and I

both pulled on the stick but we had gone down some thousands of feet before we came cut

of the dive.”

Another Lancaster, also on its return journey, was attacked by a Ju.88 which came

in twice, firing at the Lancaster while the rear and mid-upper gunners returned its fire.

Luring the second attack, the Ju.88 was seen to turn over on its hack and disappear into

cloud. But two of the Lancasters petrol tanks were punctured and the aircraft was

filled with strong petrol fumes. A fire started Beneath the mid-upper turret and the

gunner put it out. In the tail plane and elevator, a two foot square hole was torn by
a cannon shell and the rudders were also damaged. The pilot of the Lancaster landed

safely at base.

The crew of a Stirling saw six fighters and was attacked by two of them. AMe.109F

flew parallel to the Stirling, and the rear-gunner saw his bullets striking the fighter.

The mid-upper gunner saw sparks shoot from the Messerschmitt's engine and then the enemy

dived vertically down. A few seconds later, the pilot saw a sudden glow on the ground.

Ten minutes later a Me.110 attacked, and sent a stream of bullets into the Stirling,

holed the petrol tanks, and tore off fabric from the tail-plane. As the Messerschmitt

turned, both the mid-upper and the rear-gunner fired, and it dived straight into cloud.

Another Stirling from the same squadron also fought two enemy fighters. The rear-

gunner sighted a Messerschmitt off the port bow and gave it a burst,— Then the second

fighter, a Ju.88 attacked from below and came up past the tail. The Stirling crew said

they could hear thuds and bangs as shells exploded on the port-wing. A shell blow in

the window of the rear turret and the gunner's parachute was cut to ribbons. A fire

started and the rear of the aircraft was filled with fumes of burning material. But

the flames were controlled by the wireless operator and the flight-engineer* As the

Ju.88 turned away, both rear and mid-supper gunners sent in a burst at point blank range.

Although the Stirling dived 5,000 feet, the Ju.88 still followed, firing into the star-

board mainplane. Again the Stirling dived, this time another 3,000 feet, and was

able to shake off the pursuer.

During this engagement, the navigator’s instruments were lost and he could only

work out a rough course, but he landed the Stirling safely to base.

Munich, the official headquarters of the Nazi party and an important centre of

railways, engineering and armament works, was last attacked on the night of the 19th

September - a lighter raid than last night's but made in rather better weather.


